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The Object Constraint Language (OCL) as a part of the
UML standard [1] is a formal language for defining con-
straints on UML models. We present a software platform
for OCL tool support [2]. The platform is designed for open-
ness and modularity, and is provided as open source. The
goal of this platform is, for one thing, to enable practical
experiments with various variants of OCL tool support, and
then, to allow UML tool builders and users to integrate and
adapt the existing OCL tools into their own environments.
The Dresden OCL Toolkit provides the following tools:

OCLCore: The base tool of the OCL toolkit consists of
four different modules:

• The OCLParser transforms the input OCL ex-
pression into an abstract syntax tree [3]. The ab-
stract syntax tree forms the common data repre-
sentation for all other tools in the toolkit.

• The OCLEditor is a comfortable editor which
includes, besides editing of constraints, features
like a toolbar and adequate error messages. The
user interface is designed to allow the integration
of the OCL editor not into a specific UML tool,
but into various environments. The screenshot in
Figure 1 gives an impression of the OCL editor
integrated into Together. It shows on the right
hand side a UML class diagram for a simple ho-
tel reservation system. On the left hand side, an
OCL constraint has been added asserting that the
region of a hotel must be the same as the region
of the hotel’s destination.

• The OCLTypeChecker checks type correctness
of OCL expressions and offers type information
towards other modules. Necessary UML model

information has to be extracted from the envi-
ronment in which the OCL toolkit is embedded.
For this purpose a small external interface (called
ModelFacade) is provided [3].

• The OCLNormaliser transforms the abstract
syntax tree into a normal form of OCL terms,
such that all terms can be mapped into a subset
of the OCL language more adequate for subse-
quent tasks. That way it can be avoided that
every tool using OCLCore has to implement the
execution of every OCL expression completely.

OCL2Java: This tool transforms a normalised syntax tree
into Java Code. It uses a class library which offers Java
representations for the predefined OCL types.

OCLInjector4Java: The tool takes the generated Java
code and inserts it into an application program. This
code instrumentation is done by the generation of wrap-
per methods for all methods whose compliance to spec-
ified OCL constraints is to be checked during execu-
tion. The used technique including code cleaning is de-
scribed in [6]. OCLInjector4Java has been integrated
into ArgoUML and Together.

OCL2SQL: The SQL code generator [4] generates an SQL
check constraint, assertion or trigger for an OCL in-
variant based on the accordingly normalised abstract
syntax tree. OCL2SQL can be used and adapted for
different relational database systems and different ob-
ject-to-table mappings. Similarly to OCLTypeChe-
cker’s ModelFacade, we provide an interface for the in-
tegration of various strategies of object-to-table map-
ping.

OCLInterpreter: A first tool developed outside of the
Dresden University of Technology is an OCL inter-
preter that allows the dynamic checking of OCL con-
straints against objects. The OCLInterpreter is also
designed based on a normalised abstract syntax tree.

OCL20: All previous tools establish an architecture which
is designed for OCL 1.x support. Currently we are
reengineering the Dresden OCL Toolkit according to
the new requirements of the revised and approved spec-
ification of OCL (“OCL 2.0” [7]). The OCL20 module



Figure 1: Dresden OCL Toolkit integrated into Together

is a prototype of a metamodel-based OCL compiler
consisting of a MOF repository implementation and a
code generator [5]. The OCL 2.0 parser is still under
development. The research issue is to which extent a
parser can be automatically generated from the pro-
vided specification.

An important requirement on tools supporting OCL is their
cooperation with UML tools. The specification of OCL con-
straints without any model makes no sense. OCLType-
Checker’s ModelFacade provides support for this flexibil-
ity. We have implemented the ModelFacade in the following
ways: An OCL tool can be tightly integrated into a UML
tool as an add-in. Then the model interface must be im-
plemented by an integration component accessing the UML
tool’s repository. Examples for this technique are the in-
tegration of our toolkit into Together (see Figure 1), Ar-
goUML, Poseidon, and Rational Rose. A kind of loose in-
tegration is the use of XMI files for static UML model in-
formation. The Dresden OCL toolkit already provides the
necessary ModelFacade implementation to use this technol-
ogy.
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